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"npr Uthorion, 8.lNk ~h, Con' E.1rth, Cosm, C..,m",-'fW, Cybo-rpIpacy, Darkn..·ss Device, Or. M"l';u~. Gaunt Man, Cusp.,;..' !"MI (If Ih,.· CUY'~",1 hjo;h l.. >rd, lnfin,_, KaNlw,,", Living Land, Maristmm, M..elsIrom 8rid~, Nile Empin', Nippon Tech, Oc'C\Illech, OmJflsigning magic items in thl' TIlt,\: ystem is that nearly anything i... po iblt..·. Creating spells and itl'tll... can be timL'-COnsu ming. so rather Ihnn invL....t hoursand energy in ii, you ...hullkln't be arraid to wing it. Your pl.lyl''''' would rather hrtant to note that, because this is an altl'mtjoll spell developed for the Cyberpapal axioms, it is illllsionary. If a character has reason to disbelieve the spell's effect, a Mi/ld total of 11 is suffiejent to resist. Only eybergear the mage can actually !it'l' can be affected, and only one piece at a time.



Living Steel Axiom Level: 9 Skill: altemtiOll/fo/k 16 B.cklash: 18 Difficulty: 14 Effect Value: 24 Bonus Number to: effect Range: touch Duration: 18 (one hour) Cui Time: 9 (one minute) Manipulation: duration, control, cast time This spell is used to transform the caster's skin into living armor. While hold~ga~ofmctalarmor,themage



rubs It over his or her bare skin (not aU must be covered for the spell to work). At theend of the cast time, compare the effect value to the mage's Toughness on the Power Push Table (ignoring shock), and add the result to his or her TOII.'i{h'K'SS for the duration of the spell. The mage can tum the spell of( at will. Unfortunately, this spell is an iIIu· sion. If the mage casting the spell has cause to disbelieve that it works,



CyberEyes



CyberEye DN Chart CyberEye ON BelleView 20-20, Low-light, BelleScan, CSI Hotshot II. FFO CoIEnhanz, CSI LtFilta 6 BelleView Micro View, TeleSight, CSI EM Eye, FFO NightView, Rove Eye 10



CSI EyeKHI Mk. IV



12



ote that this spell only works to improve Peraption or skills involved with aiming or sight. Eyes that perform other functions, like data readouts or shooting laser beams, cannot be emulated with this spell.



Jack·a-Nape Axiom Level: 9 Skill: alteratioll/joik 21



Backlash: 10 Difficulty: 9 Effect Value: 30 Bonus Number to: effect Range: touch Duration: 25 (one day) Cast Time: 9 (one minute) Manipulation: state, control, dura· tion This spell allows the caster to plug into the GodNet without haVing a cyberdeck or any skill in cybm/ock operation. Whenthespelliscast,themage presses thecyberjack to the back of his neck (where a Hack would normally be) and reads the effect value of the speU against his or her highest attribu te of the following: Perception, CharisttUl, orMind.11le result JX>ints of the effect value are then measured on the Power Push Table - and the character does take the shock damage. The "plus" value is then used as the character's cyberdeck operations skill, and the character can jack into the Cod et. The character is treated as if heorshe had a cyberdeck, but may use no programs.



CyberPsych Axiom Level: 9 Skill: alteration/folk 16 Backlash: 17 Difficulty: 13 Effect Value: 18 Bonus Number to: effect Range: 10 (100 meters) Duration: 14 (ten minutes) Cast Time: 4 (six seconds) Manipulation: control. cast time Focused. This spell is used to increase the cyber value value of a par· ticular target. The character casting the spell must point at the target and emit a high-pitched shriek while concentrating on the spell. Read the effect value of the spell against the target character's Spirit on the Power Push Table.TIle result JX>ints are added to the target's cyber value for the duration of the speU. It is then up to the caster to try and invoke a cyberpsychosis check during that time.
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• What is cyberware? Cyberware is the body of our Lord incarnate. To possess cyberware is to share in the body of our Lord. Cyberware is the power of our God. Where does cyberware come from? Cyberware comes from our God and has been imparted to her servant upon Earth, Cyberpope Jean Malraux I. What are the powers of cyberware? Cyberware is the power of our Lord; it knows no bounds. That is the Cyber Catechism. known to every worshipper of the True Faith. My name is Cardinal-Bishop Jacques-Christopher, and I have the privilege to serve our Lord by working in His Penitentiary. It is my task to convert the heathen to the Word of the CyberChurch, and so I enter this data in the hopes of reaching some of you foolish ones who still deny the power of Malraux. We know you to be blind, yet still will you be made to see. Even as theCyberpope once felt hatred in his breast for technology, and did live on Magna Verita and crusade to maintain the old ways. It was from there he came to Earth, planning to introduce its heretics to the glory of his church. But he was assailed on the way to his destiny by a Kadandran heathen. And yea, the scales fell from his eyes and he did see the wonders of eyberware. The great Black Cross appeared before him and said, "Cyberware is the Word and the Way," and Malraux saw that this was good. And he looked out over the land and saw the machines merge with men, and this too he found good. Thus was born the Cyberpapaey. The Black Cross also imparted to Malraux knowledge of the God Net, a great and secret place beyond the veil wherein the power of our Lord can be seen in its purest form. Accessible only though special computers called cyberdecks, the God Net is a haven for the faith and a hell for heretics. Now from his seat in Avignon, he rules over what once was France and part of Spain and even now plans to bring salvation to the rest of this misbegotten world. And I shall teU you why you are destined to fall to your knees before his might



Thy Will Be Done The Lord works in mysterious ways, and it is His will that Jean Malraux I rule this world as Cyberpope. And in His wisdom, he has visited laws upon this cosm to aid in the holy crusade to subjugate it.
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First among these is the Law of the One True God, which proclaims that only the deity whom Malraux serves is genuine. All others are heathen idols, and their miracles have no power in the Lord's eyes. Clerics of false faiths who have entered the Cyberpapacy have found to their everlasting chagrin that it is far more difficult to call upon their pagan gods here. Only priests of the true faith can call down thewrathofthe Lord upon their enemies. Sorcery and its like are tools of the Devil- he would overthrow the power of Malraux and cast this cosm into Perdition. The Lord looks with disfavor upon the practice of witchcraft, and so it is that spellcasters find it much more difficult to perform their black arts in the Cyberpapacy. Those who dare to make the attempt risk pOssession by demons. (It is true that spells cast here tend to be wondrous in their effects, for reasons Ido not know. As I said, strange and baffling are the ways of the Lord.) Heretics cannot escape the sight of the Lord, nor need the innocent fear His righteous wrath. The Law ofOrdeal provides methods totest the guilt and innocence of those accused of consorting with the Devil. These include the Ordeal by Boiling Water, in which the offender's arm is plunged into scalding liquid. If signs of burning remain three days later, the offender is guilty and put to death. Finally, we are protected by the fact that lies cannot be hidden from the sight of the Lord. Those attempting to convince a Cyberpapal subject of anything, or worse, seduce him with the lies of heathens, will find their task far more difficult than expected.



Cyberpapal Personages Many are the figures one might encounter upon visiting Avignon or one of the other ci\ies of the Cyberpapacy. Below are descriptions of some of the holy soldiers in Malraux's army: Cyberpriests: Clerics in the sacred cause, blessed among all of Malraux's followers, the cyberpriests serve a multitude of functions. They perform both administrative functions within the church as well as acting as liaisons with the secular community. Church Police: Charged with maintaining order, Church Police serve as street patrolmen, detectives, dose assault teams and tech support. Inquisitor: Charged with finding and punishing heretics, even as is the Penitentiary, it is the Inquisitors who get the joy of seeing a heathen under torture convert to the true faith. It is they who get to fill their nostrils with the sweet smell of burning pagan flesh. Were envy not a sin, I would envy them.
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Living Land Land Below/Land Above



Iail



he Liv;ng Land was the first realm introduced for Torg, and is in many ways the most difficult to run. Its world laws are very restrictive on the player characters, as is its low Tech level, making it less popular in some campaigns. It is, however, a favorite among gamemasters who like to take their "big guns" characters and put them someplace where their high tech equipment might not do them much good. The Living Land was designed to be the ultimate survival test, and the popularity of films like Jurassic Park and dinosaurs in general, it can be seen that there is a great deal that canbedone with this realm if you use your imagination. The Land Below (and its twin, the Land Above> are not realms as such, but pocket dimensions. As such, they havenostelaeorHigh Lord and might seem like less of a factor in the Possibility Wars. But both provide a rich adventuring environment for gamemasters and players alike. We will examine the Living Land first: If you are keeping up with theofficial campaign, you know that a number of major changes have occurred since the Living ulIld sourcebook atr peared in 1990. The Northern and Eastern Lands are gone; all Living Land maelstrom bridges have fallen; and Baruk Kaah, Saar of the edeinos, was apparently slain while attempting to destroy Earth's cosm (see Illfiniverse #36). Storm Knights have been more successfu Ihere than in any other realm. The first question most novice gamemasters in the Living Land ask



is, "What do I do here? The axioms are low, the Deep Mist makes travelling difficult, and the party can only fight so many dinosaurs." If anything, stories need to be more complex in the Living Land to make up for the fact that the player characters are primarily hiking through jungle and interacting with primitives and edeinos. That is why published adventures like Opera/ion Hard Sell and Central Valley Gafe have dealt heavily with denizens of other realms plotting destruction in the Living Land. In a realm where nearly everything is a contradiction, both heroes and villains must rely on their wits to come out on top. Player characters may have to come up with a more intricate solution than "I shoot it" and gamemasters may have to work a little harder to come up with setbacks and the like. The first rule of gamemastering in the Living Land is, don't confine yourself to what's presented in the sourcebook. Not every Living Land adventure has to be built around edeinos or resistance communities. Land Below natives, Nippon agents working with the remnants of the Delphi Council, Orrorshan Horrors, Nilesmugglers,allcan befound within this realm. The Living Land and its creatures serve as an excellent backdrop for adventures which pit Storm Knights against foes from other realms. If you want to run an adventure dealing with edeinos, you must take them seriously as villains. Go back and read the first Torg novel, Stonn Knights, or Chapter One of the Living Land sourcebook, where the transformed little girl leaves her father to I'
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die. Theedeinosareviciousand blooclthirsty and able to justify any barbaric act by Lanala's love of new sensation. They are creatures who are not afraid to die, which makes them fierce fighters. Don't be reluctant to go for shock value - a really hatrowing scene might be just the thing to jar your player characters into realizing just how dangerous a realm they are in. The Land Below/Land Above is slightly easierto run in. It isdoseenough to the Nile Empire that fans of one are often fans of another, and the world laws and axioms do not impede the player characters' progress quite so much. The fact that there is more than one culture in Merret:ika, and that there are conflicts between them, makes it a bit easier to design quick adventures ("You'recaptured by the Darooni. They hold one of the party hostage and demand you raid a Leopard Man earnp.") The primary difficulty for a gamemaster in dealing with the Land Below was always how togetthe player characters there to begin with,since tun· nel entrances were rare. If you have introduced the Land. Above into your campaign, much of thai problem has been eliminated. If you have not, feel free to add tunnel entrances wherever you feel like for your convenience. There are any number of ways to get your characters to want to go to these wild and primitive regions. Often, gamemaster characters"on the run" for one reason or another will try to lose themselves in the pocket dimensions and large bounties will be offered for their capture. Strange plants, artifacts, eternity shards, virtually anything you can think of can be found there. (And there's always Ungrosh ... and if you want to bring Dr. Mobiusand his "weird scientists" into it, Mecha-Ungrosh.)



Lands of Legend Resources are many and varied for adventures in the Living Land or Land Below/Land Above. Besides theaforementioned jllrassic Park, television series like the umd of the Lost or books/ movies such as Mysterious Island or The lAnd That Time Forgot can be of help when designing Living Land sagas. For the Land Below, look to the



works of H. Rider Haggard (King Solomon's Mines, She). Edgar Rice Burroughs (all of the Tarzan series), Journey to theunterofthe EArth, and the Ka·Z.J1r series from Marvel Comics.



Kaah, We Hardly KnewYe ... Regular readers of Infiniverse know that Baruk Kaah is apparently dead, torn to pieces by the powerful nexus of Earth's reality after he attempted to destroy it. Rec Pakken was transported back to the Western Land by the nexus, where it is currently seeking a new High Lord. As a result what remains of the Living Land is in a state of chaos, with edeinos tribes splitting off from the Saar's army and feuding with each other. It is, if anything, a more dangerous place to visit now, as theactionsof any edeinos or Jakatt tribe encountered will be completely unpredict· able.



Savage Lands and Other Realms A report on the presence of nonnatives in both the Living Land and Land Below/Land Above: AysIe: The availability of rare herbs and roots in the Living Land is much of what brings AysJish sorcerers to this area. For the most part, however, the Ayslish have avoided contact with Kaah and his minions throughout the war, being too occupied withevents in Europe to bother with the United States. It is much the same story in the Land Below, but the Ayslish are becoming more of a factor in the Land Above. The Warrior of the Dark L< -nty of 'I>< quirk. Th~ brings the total to four Possibilities ptr advrntur'e.



Gizmos, Gadgets and Goodies



Example: EJ Toro toos givtn his ta1ltastie bull.powers whtn he tooS gored by a radioactivt bull back on Terra. Since 'lull falqul day. I>< Iuls b«n



One of the most interesting sections of T'he Nile Empire sourcebook is also one oftheleast understoOO., thegadget rules. These rules are really very simple if you take the time to read the section com· pletely and follow along with the ex· amples. In this section, we will summarize the rules for gadget construction and take you step by step through the construction of a useful gizmo. One thing to remember: as a gamemaster you should be ready and able to ignore the rules and wing it when necessary. What? A rulebook telling you to ignore the rules? Yes. The most important thing for you to do is prepare an exdting adventure, not spend hours trying to figure out how the main villain's disintegration beam works. The only time you should have to work out a gadget completely is when you are planning on handing the item out to the group of Stonn Knights as treasure. If you do giveyourgroupa gadget as a bonus in an adventure, be sure to charge whoever uses it the full Possibil-



PsychologiCal Quirk Frequency Table



P sychological Quirk Degree Table



The points gained for psychologi· cal quirx.-e an item is figured out, it lases its mystique and beromes just another gizmo.



Designing Gizmos A gizmo can be created by a character from the Nile Empire with at least one add in either the sdenceskill or the weird scitna skill. The science skill can only be used to create real world gizmos. A science gizmo could be a boosted gun which does extra dam· age, not an electro-ray gun or a nying car. The character then follows four simple steps: 1. He decides on the purpose of the gizmo. 2. He designs the gadget by drawing a blue print. 3. The gamemaster decides what components are necessary to build the item and the character gathers them. 4. The player makes the required rolls and the character builds the gizmo. Steponeiseasy. Whatkindofgizmo do you want? This isn't something that most players will have to think about for long, but maybe they should. Before any gizmo is constructed, the player and the gamemaster should have a long talk about the desired gizmo. Will it upset the ~Iance of the game? Will it be something that will detract from roleplaying? Is it som~ thing that the gamemaster can live with? If the gamemaster has any problems with the new gizmo, he should try to come up with a compromise. Step two is handled using the gizmo rules in The Nile Empire sourcebook. As stated in that book, every gizmo has several reqUired components. All gizmos must have a housing. This is nothing more than the case which holds the diodes, vacuum tubes, springs, etc. Each housing hasa Tough· ness. The Toughness is a measure of how durable a gizmo is. The higher the Toughness, the less likely the gizmo is to be damaged through normal use.
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Designing a Gizmo: An Example Billdecides that Dr. Zap needs a little more firepower, and he wants the high flying avenger to have some sort of power blast. Bill looks through The Nile Empire sourcebook and finds the electro-ray power. He discusses the idea of having his character design a pair of electrogauntlets with Ted, his gamemaster. Ted doesn't have any problems with this, so Bill continues on to step number two. The first thing the good Doc· tor needs to find is the proper hOllSillg for his gadget. Bill decides to use a pair of armored gloves. Ted decides that they will be equal in Toughness to plate mail, which gives the housing a TOU score of 20. Bill draws the symbol for the housingon a pia:e of paper and writes in it "Mail Gloves, TOU 20." Healso draws the system symbol and writes in it "electnrray," since that is the power he is duplicating. The gizmo still needs a power source. Since it is duplicating a pulp power, the gizmo requires a possibility capacitor. Bill draws this on his sheet as well. After these steps the blueprint looks like Ihis: I



~L GWVFS TOU20 I
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Bill needs to look at a few things before he decides whether he wants to build boosters or compensators into his gadget. The first thing he wants to know is how much damage the electrogauntlet will do, assuming he is suc· cessful in building it. Since the electro-ray power has a damage value of STR+ 10, Bill has to find out how much STR his gauntlet has. He checks the TOU of the gauntlet on the Power Push table and finds that the value for 20 is 8. This would give his gauntlets a strength of 8, for a base damage of 18. While this is a fair amount, he'd really like to try to boost the damage on the gizmo. The value of the electro-ray power is 7, so if Bill wants to up the damage value, he has to gen· erate a weird science total and compare it to the value 7 on the Power Push chart. He gen· erates a 17, which boosts the damage by 4 points. If Bill wanted to add any more boosters, the new value for the gizmo would be 11 (the original 7 plus the 4 from the booster). He decides to give it a try and generates a total of 8. A failure! He cannot add any more boosters to the sys· tern. Since Bill added a booster, the gauntlets will be more dif- . fkult to repair and operate than they would have been otherwise. Bill decides to in· corporate a compensator into the design of the gizmo. The compensator will cut down on the difficulty to use the weapon, but will add to the repair difficulty. To add the compensator, Bill must roll on the Power Push chart against the value of the gizmo with



boosters (11). Bill generates a 12 and draws the symbol for a compensator on his blue print. Bill sees no need for adaptors, but has two capped off connections from the housing, in case he decides to add more powers or skills to the system at a later date. All he has to do is to generate a total of 12 or more to add them to any sys· tern. Now he is through with his gizmo. All that is left to do is to total things up and spend the adventuring time to collect the components and build the gizmo.
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Every gizmo has a system. The system is the part thai replicates the power or skill or other value of the gizmo. You can have more than one system in
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a gadget. In fact, if your gizmo does more than one thing, it needs a sepa· rate system for each power or skill. Every gizmo must hdve either a



possibility CQpGcitor or a power plant. Some gizmos will have both. A possibility capacitor holds the possibility energy needed to energize the Nile powers that may be built into the gadget. If the gadget doesn't possess a power, it doesn't need a possibility capacitor. A power plant provides energy for skills or other non-power values (like extra points in a stat> that may be built into your gizmo. There are several optional components that can be built into your gad· get. The two most important are boostus and compensolors. Boosters can increase the performance of one of the systems or an attribute of the housing. Thedrawback on boosters is that they make the gizmo more difficult tooperate and repair. Compensators adjust for the effects of boosters on a system and reduce the difficulty of operating the system. They also make the gizmo more difficult to repair. Remember, the more bsters and compensators you use to design your gizmo, the more difficult it will be to build. A rule of thumb is to keep your gizmos simple. Try to design something too intricate and, more likely than not, you'll end up with nothing more than a pile of scrap. The last of the optional components are adaptors and caps. Adaptors are used to connect components, while caps seal off stray connections. They are dealt with fully on pages 8()...81 of n,t Nilt Empire sourcebook. As was stated in The Nile Empire sourcebook, the components needed to build these gizmos don't grow on trees. Finding the proper parts makes a good one or two night adventure. Possibility capacitors have minute pieces of etemium built into them to store and supply the power needed to run the gizmo. Since ile authorities keeps careful track of people trying to buy possibility capacitors, this can be used as the crux of a series of adventures. Gizmos can be very powerfulmake your players earn them.



Alright, now Jissen up, you mugs,CUZ I'm only ganna say this once. I've been given the nod to fill you in on all you oughtta know about bumming around whatcha call yer "Nile Empire." First off, the whole joint is run by a Joe callin' himself "Pharaoh Sutenhotep." I says "caUin' himself" cuz you



can't toss a dead cat in a room fuU of Stann Knights without hillin' someone who knows that bigshot is really a palooka named Mobius. This Mobius guy, he was one of those union-suiled downs back on Terra, the ones always running around tryin' to blow up whole cities ('stead of just blowing banks, like any respectable crook), Don't ask mewhere he came from, or where this "pharaoh" jazz came from, cuz I don't know-and if you do. bea pal and fill me in, huh? Anyways. !his MoIXus guy.lhinf.' got kinda hot ro.- him back home. so he uses !his big deal gizmo of his and he and some of his boys take a powd.... Next thmg yuu know. the Mystery Men - yeah. them - are hotfooting ;1 afte- !Urn. A buncha other rubes found their own way to bail him., and we all wound up hereon thio; mudba1lca1led Earth. Seems Mobius got in into his head to try and muscle in on a planet. Along the way, he took a liking to some fancy schmancy Egyptian stuff. There's pyramids, tombs, mum· mies and all this other junk all over the map. And that's how we got here: the good guys, the bad guys, and all them other mugs-the ones the heroes fight for, and the sharpies, crooks and would·be worldbeaters just mow down.



The Way Things Are First things (jrst, you jokers. If you're lookin' for metal eyes that see in the dark or stainless steel index fingers that can sink battleships, you're in the wrong place, bub. We don't have nothing like that, just good old fashioned American junk: cars, planes, Tommy guns, and "talkies." Same thing on the mumbo-jurnbo front. Everybody ain't wavin' their hands and making folks explode. Anything smells fishy, it's probably some of that Egyptian crud -don't ask me to explain it, all I know is you gotta know math or engineering, or something. Me,! can figure out how much I lost at the crap table last night or how to slap two bricks together, and that's about it. Now, I'm as religious as the next guy, under· stand. But I don't cotton to none of this "guys with dog heads walkin' around" like we got here. You ask me, Mobius is deeper into that Arab hoodoo than's healthy for a mug from the wrong side of the tracks.



Lemme tell you a few more things about this neighborhood, pally. Around here, you'reeithergood oryou're bad - none of this in·betweenstuff. You wanna be gray, shipout, cuzon this block, you're a white hat ora black hat. Another thing. Stuff happens in the Nile, and it happens fast. You gotta be ready to roll with the punches, or you'll get flattened. Sometimes it seems like everytime you tum around, somebody else is getting bumped off, gats are blasting out of a speeding chariot, whatever. AU I'm saying isdon'texpecl the world to stoptummg while you try to dope out what you're gonna do, got me? One more thing: you ever see the way Stann Knights can do stuff better than just about anybody? Well, in the Nile, we got 'em beat all hollow. There's something in the air, ! don't know, or maybe our guys and dolls just live right.



Gizmos Okay, I wanted 'em to get Doc Frest or one of those other big brains for this part, but they said! hadda do it. In the Nile, we got something they call "weird science." Now, the only gadget I worry about is that big chair with the wires attached, but some mugs like to tinker. The way I understand it, these clowns can take junk you and me wouldn't look at twice - light bulbs, bits of metal, flashlights, ham and cheese sand\Vichesand tum 'em into a death ray.



Most Wanted Mugs A couple of the thugs to keep an eye peeled for:



Doc Mobius: Top dog. Hangs out in a powerful pile of rockaround Thebes. Could be older than he looks, they tell me. Slaps mugs he don't like in something called the "Omegatron" that makes the chair look like your favorite bar stool. Don't go near him \Vithout some good torpedoes to back you up. Wu Han: Never had the pleasure myself. They say he pulls out people's nails for fun. They say he rigged the daughter of Chicago's mayor toexplodeon her wedding night. They say hegetsa cut fromevery job in Cairo. They say he's Doc Mobius, without the hood (but I don't believe that one). If he gets a hold of you, he won't hurt you ... much. Natatiri: Whatta doll! Face of an angel, body of a Bgirl, and a heart that beats pure poison. This overgovemor's got her eye on the big man's chair, and doesn't care how many stiffs she has to walk over to get there.
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Nippon Tech
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he of Nippon Tech hasrealm a reputation (or being one o( the more difficult (or gamemasters to run. Adventures set in the reality o( megacorporate intrigue, ninja assassins and deadly deceits require a little more preparation and, to be a truly rich setting, some knowledge o( Japan and Japanese culture. This is,admittedly,a tall order. Most Westerners are unfamiliar with Japanese life and culture. This can lead to a nebulousand inconsistent background for adventures, one which prevents the players from really getting a "feel" for where their characters are and what they are doing. In this chapter, wewill explore some of the ways you can make your player characters' exploits in Nippon Tech more fun for both you and the players.



The Tone of Nippon A certain mindset is required when approaching adventures in Nippon that may bedifferent from what some gamemasters are used to. Many GMs feel it incumbent upon themselves to "play straight" with the players, making them work (or the clues but giving them accurate information when nec-. essary to help move the story along. In Nippon, however, Iiesarepractically a (orm o( currency. Many times, the mission the Knights are hired for bears only a sl ight resemblance to what they are actually required to do. They may well suspect they are being misled, but are probably being paid enough to make that okay. Also, remember that a gamemaster charader need not be in the employ of Kanawa to (eed false information to the Storm Knights- he might be doing it (or his own reasons.



Even when the Knights do have a clear-cut goal, they should never be absolutely certain that they know everythingabout their mission. A healthy amount of suspicion, (ear and paranoia should be ingredients in any Nippon Tech adventure. And even the "good guys" in Nippon are not above manipulating others. Much like Aysle, there isa civil war going on in Nippon, between the (orces o( Kanawa and the Rauru Block, and their respective allies. But it is a war being fought in theshadows-Nippon is the gunshot (rom nowhere, the knife in the back alley, the enemy who rarely comes out into the open. Charging forward with guns blaZing won'twork well in Nippon, because your (oes will just melt into the darkness. The player characters will have to use stealth, if/timidation and their other interaction skills to ferret out the concealed truths in this realm.



Gelling It Righi When looking for research material (or Nippon's tone, check out West End's Tokyo Citybook and Out of Nippof/ . Perhaps the best film, particularly for adventures involving the Yakuza, is "Black Rain." Also, Japanese allime cartoons and mongo comics have become increasingly popular in the US and Europe, and are excellent resources (or gamemasters wishing to run in Nippon.



The Good, the Bad and the High Lord Why should your player characters want to adventure in Nippon? In the true spirit of the realm, they may ask, "What's in it for us?" The two major hooks to draw them into this dark and dangerous realm
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are money and equipment. Both are available in abundance in Nippon and are regularly offered as compensation for jobs. This isoneoftheeasiest realms to run "accomplish the goal, get the treasure" adventures, since treasure is what Nippon is all about. The Rauru Block, the priests of Palan, the Shiki and the Kashi are the most likely employers of Storm Knights in Nippon. But keep in mind that even those whoareon the Knights' side may have their own agendas and will hang the player characters out to dry without a second thought if it becomes necess..'ry. In Nippon, your only true friend is yourself. Failing 10 accomplish a mission in



WilirS



this realm can have serious consequences (providing you survive to experience them, of course). Outfits like the Rauru Block have sufficient resources that, if one Knight group fails them, they'll hire another. The first party may then be blacklisted among Rauru megacorps and independents and find it increasingly difficult to find work. Player characters will run intosome difficulties in ippon that they might not in, say, Tharkold. Despite the rev· elation that he is a High Lord (revealed to the world in TokyoCitybook), 3327 is still allowing japan to run very much likethejap..,n of old. Thismeans that police will enforce laws prohibit-



ing people to walk down city streets with dangerous weapons, but Knight can be sure that their enemies will have all the armament they need at hand. Knights should make getting concealable weapons a priority when coming to Nippon. Both the language and culture obstacles noted in Chapter One come into play here. The japanese language can be extremely difficult for a foreigner to master, depend ing.. as it does, largely on inflection for its meaning. Many japanesespeak English orother European languages, but there is some resentment toward foreigners who do not speak the native tongue. Cultural blunders can torpedo business deals,
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Chapter Six and this is where a knowledge of Japan culled from travel guides, etc. can be invaluable to a gamemaster. For example, the presentation of business cards and small gifts is almost a ritual among some Jap.....nese corporations at the start of a deal- if the gamemaster knows this and the Kilights are confronted with it, it could provide an interesting opportunity for sheer roleplaying (i.e., "Gee, and we didn't gl..1 you anything!") Non-Jap.."lnese Storm Knights will stand out on the streets of Tokyo or elsewhere. They Ciln expect to have telrgcts painted on their backs by the Yakuza almost as soon as they step off the plane, boat, whatever. Knowledge of thedisSliiscskil1 will come in handy here,as will computer literacy. Ayslish Storm Knights who have never seen a "machine that thinks" are going to have a real hard time bluffing their way through ippon Tech. These cultural and realm contrasts arc grist for the gamemaster's mill. Many Westerners regard trueJapan to be almost an alien world, due to the differences in European-based and Nipponese societies. Add to this mix ret,l aliens from the cosm of Marketplace, .md you should have a realm where the player characters never feel secure, where every mystery hides a darker one, where alliances seem to shift with each hour.



The 3327 Faclor I fyou are running your adventures in conjunction with the official caOl"'"lign, then 3327 may have been exposed as a High Lord by this point. Rl.."'gardless, the Nippon High Lord is growing increasingly desperate. His sole major victory of late has been territory seized from the Living Land in the western US, and that reqUired the fortn."ltion of em extremely shaky alliance with the hated Tharkoldu. This, combined with the return of the Gaunt Man, has 3327 leaning toward getting as much out of this cosm as he Celn and then pursuing a "scorched carth" policy, leaVing Nippon a prize not worth telking by any other High Lord. What all this meilns is that the High Lord is no longer being as subtle as he once did. Where he might once have
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suffered Storm Knights to operate in his realm as a fonn of amusement, much like a Challenging chess match, he now acts swiftly to have them sanctioned. Where once his efforts to expand were carefully calculated, he is now looking to seize as much territory as possible as quickly as possible. Oneof the results of this has been a tremendous increase in violence in Tokyo and other cities, as the Yakuza makes preemptive strikes against the Rauru Block and other Stonn Knight groups. In some of the nastier areas of the rna jorcities, being an obvious denizen of another realm is virtually a death sentence. Play 3327 as an extremely powerful man backed into a corner and unused tothatsensation. Heswings from carefully husbanding his resources and carelessly squandering them. So your Storm Knights might interfere with a Nippon plot today, only to see their foes withdraw rather thanengageina firelight; tomorrow, the Knights might be met with waveafter wave ofcorporate ninja and Yakuza assassins. The predictability of 3327's actions is a thing of the past, and a dangerous instability has replaced it.



Nippon and Other Realms Although the climate is not as healthy as once it was (in more ways than one), rna ny natives ofother realms now operate within Nippon Tech. If you are interested in haVing your player characters encounter such people, here is a quick breakdown on who is in the realm and why: Aysle: Dwarves make up the majorityof Ayslish to be found in Nippon. Most have been there since early in the war, although a few are recent refugees from the predations of the Army of the Dark. Skilled craftsmen, they have found work in factories and research labs,employed by both Kan.,wa and the Rauru Block. There are relatively few wizards in Nippon who are not allies of 3327 or active Storm Knights. Sorcerers havea difficult time of it due to the low Magic axiom anyway, and the violent endsof a few who were mistaken for



Orrorshan occultists convinced most others not to relocate to ippon. Cyberpapacy: There are a great number of Cyberpapists in ippon. These range from defectors who have gone to work for Nippon cyberware factories to agents of Service 7 who are actively sabotaging Japanese industry. The bad blood between Nippon and the Cyberpap."lCY has led to more than a few clashes between Yakuza and cybcr gangs. Many of the JXXlrer residents of therealm have found there is money to be made as zipyankers, killing people for their cyberware. Land BelowlLand Above: Kanawa cared little, one way or the other, for the Land Below, but the Land Above is anothermalter. With Kaah failing, 3327 had begun thinking about a "Miracle of New York," picturing himself in unchallenged control of Wall Street. Thecomingofthe Land Abovespoiled thatdream,and 3327isronvinced this new arrival must have a High Lord of its own. Those Land Below/Land Above denizens who have made the mistake of traveling to Nippon have ended up in zoos or forced to live among the poor and homeless. Living Land: Nippon has always maintained an active presence in the liVing Land, much to Baruk Kaah's consternation. From "Operation Hard Sell" through the "Miracle of Sacra· mento"through recent efforts to carve up the Western Land, 3327 has been a thorn in the Saar's side. There are no official emissaries of the liVing Land in Nippon, although some transformed edeinos make money by seiling their brethren to "Burger Rex" factories in Osaka. Nile Empire: With occasional exceptions, relations between Mobius and 3327 have been businesslike, if not necessarily cordial. It is only recently, with Mobius' astoundinggains-particularly his invasion of Texas - that 3327 has ordered his people to check the Nile High Lord. There is still a substantial Nile presence in Nippon, although it is known that Nile natives are uncomfortable with the shades of gray that are so common in the megacorporate realm. Orrorsh: There is more of an Orrorshan presence in Nippon than
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3327 would like, ranging from ninja vampyres 10 necromancers with deadly designs on Yakuza chieftains. Contrary 10 the advice of 7710 and other advisors, 3327 took advantage of the Gaunt Man's absence to seize territory near Orrorsh. This provoked conflict with Orrorshan Nightmares, and although theCaunt Man has been slow to retaliate against Nippon, he has allowed his Hellion Court the freedom to do so. There is, however, a growing Victorian presence in Nippon, as 3327 tries to use his wallet to create further trouble for Orrorsh. His offers of fi· nancial aid to the Victorians are reportedly being seriously considered.



Space Gods: There are probably more Comaghaz carriers in Nippon Tech than Akashans. Braziliansof]apa· nese descent returned in large numbers to the land of their ancestors' birth, many of them carrying the psionic virus. Relations between Nippon and Akasha have generally been hostile, so beyond some renegade bioengineers hired by Kanawa, the "Space Gods'" presence is relatively low in this realm. Tharkold: Despite the recent alliance of convenience wilh Tharkold, Nipponoperativesand Tharkoldu remain blood enemies. Techno-demons are considered particularly lethal ver· min by Nipponese, to beexterminated



at the earliest possible opportunity. Race members can expect to receive aid and equipment from 3327'5 min· ions, if only to bedevil Jezrael. Nippon a.gents can most easily be found in Aysle, Tharkold, Ihe Living Land, the Nile Empire and Akasha. They operate more covertly in the Cyberpapacy, Orrorsh and Ihe Lands Above and Below.



Nippon Magic The realm of Nippon Tech is not one where you would cxpt."Ct to find m..gic. It is a drab, dirty corpomle world of profit margins and stock op-
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tions. It is a world where immense megacorporate giants battle and hu· man souls are just another commodity to be traded. This is how it appears on the surface. If you scrape off the layers of greed and corru ption yau find a world that at one time had inhabitants pf a deeply spiritual nature. A world where the people embraced the Shinto and Palan religions. These ways are dying, and as they die the realm's Spiritual axiom drops. But, one must remember that these ways are not dead yet! Ancient relics from the realm's dim past still exist in the ruins of temples and in the hands of the few remaining worshipers. The gods of Chil'lrn:nhans in iPfOl. if you stumb'e ac::ro:9S one. he is operating in enemy terntory. The most frequent Nippon visitors to the realm of late have been those negotiating with the Victorian government about financial aid.. 3327 is trying hard to win the VK:torians as allies omd create a more active fifth column inside the Gaunt Man's realm. Horror.; haw stand them.



_._.



Sp;tee Gods: In aU their travels, the Akashans had never before encountered anything like the Orrorshan Horrors.. Rotan Ulka might well have let stand his initial instructions that Akashans not become involved with Orrorsh had Horrors not stolen a reality tree and planted it in New Orleans. This misuse of their technology angered the Akashans, who are now active participants on many monsterhunting teams. Biotech has proven an effective weapons against some creatures, although more than a few biotech Horrors have cropped up in the past year. Tharkold: The most famous lbarkoldu to spend an extended period of time in Orrorsh was lluatchen, who became the realm's regent after betraying the Gaunt Man. Needless to say, he's not there now, but other lba rkoldu are. Jezrael has mainta ined diplomatic relations with the Gaunt Man,moreoutof a healthy respect for the damage he can do than any real regard. Awareofthe fact that Kranod, the former High Lord of lbarkold, was a long-time ally of the Gaunt Man's, Jezrael thought it prudent to stay on Orrorsh's good side. Tharkoldu actually manage quite well in Orrorsh, despite the fact that their cyberware is a contradiction. They fear little and are powerful enough to take care of themselves against virtually anything. Of COUlse, they rarely bother with learning True Deaths, preferring to adhere to the philosophy that if you tear something apart often enough, eventually it will stop bothering you.



Occult Treasures Treasure items in Orrorsh are often double-edged swords. Without careful and intelligent use, they can lead their owner down the path todamnation. With the rules for occult in the Orrorsh sourcebook, it is easy for nearly anyone to construct magical devices. What is not stressed is that dabbling in the occult will eventually prove to be disastrous for all but the most cautious and pure. Most of the magical items that char· acterswiU find in therealmareadven·



turespeeific, whether it isanenchanted dagger-needed todestroy thedemonic guardian of a temple in the adventure, or a book of occult lore rontaining information on the mysterious entity stalking the group. When playercharacters find an item which is not adventure specific, it will require great care in handling it. Orrorshan magic items are not forgiVing - they will corrupt or destroy unwary characters, given the opportunity. Remember the LawofCorruption and do what you can to have your player characters break it and pay the price whenever possible. You can feel free tomakeOrrorshan items the most powerful in the jnfiniverse, for you c.1n balance them. If you give a group of characters an occult voodoo doll, which can be used toannoy, wound or even kill peoplcat a distance, allow them to use it as often as they want - just be sure to keep track of their corruption points. Eventually, they will make excellent servants for the Gaunt Man. Magical item creation is detailed in the Orrorsh sourcebook. and thus we won't go into it again here. Thesystem allows both playersand gamemastcr a lot of freedom to create, and adventures involving the gathering of information and spell components can be among the most challenging a party faces. It is important to stress that the steps in occult events must be playoo out du ringgame time for them to work. It is not sufficient to merely say, "We spend time gathering information on the Ysgoth demon." The player characters should detail their investigation procedures and overcome the puzzles and obstacles that the gamemaster puts in their path. Below is a list of some of the more famous (or infamous) occult items in the realm ofOrrorsh. It is by no means a complete list. The Hand of Haran: This wizened. mummified hand is all that is left of the powerful sorcerer Haran. It is rumored that he was attempting tosummon a demon of the 12th power to do battle with Parok of the Hellion Court so he could take his place and gain the Gaunt Man's favor.11ledemon proved to be too much for Haran to handle
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and he was destroyed by the supernatural backlash. The only thing to survive the holocaust was his left hand, which was imbued with occult energies. The hand is a blackened, shrivelled mass of corrupt flesh. When used as part of an occult ritual, lhe hand virtually guarantees success (by adding +20 to the overall occult total of the event,) but also curses the user to doom. This doom takes several forms, but the most common is that thecharaderis marked for death. The hand contains the spirit of Haran. Each sapient being he manages to corrupt and destroy causes the hand tobecomea bitmorealive. When he has destroyed 66 beings in this manner, the hand will take on the semblance of life and will be able to move about on its own. It will then begin to stalk and slay sapient beings, each one adding to its power until it slaysan additional 600, when it will be able to cast a ritual to restore its body. Then Haran will be reborn! The hand of Haran has stats equal to those of a normal disembodied hand as found on page 102 of the Orrorsh sourcebook, except that its Toughness is equal to30and its true death is to be fed to the demon that devoured the rest of its body. The Monkey's Paw: This is another disembodied hand, but that of a monkey rather than a human. When the paw is wished upon, it will grant the wish, but always at the expense of another. For each wish made on the paw, the owner will gain from 1·10 points of corruption. There is almost no limit to the power of the monkey's paw. The paw cannot affectorcounter the powers of a Darkness Device or the Gaunt Man. The paw will always try to pervert the intent of the wish. For example: A long dead friend is wished to life with the paw. There are several ways that this wish can be perverted. The friend could be returned to life as a rotting mockery of a man, or brought back to life in the path of a horse and buggy where he is killed instantly, or even restored fully to life, but buried under six fect of earth where he quickly expires again. The only way for the monkey's paw



to be destroyed is for to havea charac· ter who is ignorant of its powers make a truly selfless wish upon it. So far, this hasn't happened in over 700 years. The Mask of Smmitiroux: The origins of the mask are unknown, lost in the passing years, but its powers are legendary. The mask allows the wearer to steal the appearance of any human or human-like being. The mask is a blank oval of clay. When it is pressed over the face of a being, it takes on their likeness and can then be removed and worn. The victims lose their appearance, their faces becoming as blank as the original oval of the mask. They become blind, deaf, and dumb. The magic of the mask allows them to somehow breathe, but they never regain their original features. When the mask is first found, it will erase the features of the first person to put it on. That person is now forced to attack other beings and steal theiridentities to exist in normal society. The character can see, hear and speak normally when wearing the mask, but if he loses it, he becomes like any of the mask's other victims, trapped in the prison of their own bodies without an identity. For each identity stolen, the user receives one point ofcorruption. When the wearer steals someone's identity, he gets their appearance, voice and mannerisms for 24 hours. At the end of that time, the mask becomes blank once again. Doppelganger Seeds: These small, black seeds are shaped like an unfinished human body. When the seed has a human hair tied around it and is planted and watered with a drop of human blood, it will grow in one month into a duplicate of the person whose hair was used. It has the identical statistics and knowledge of the person it has duplicated and will serve the person whose blood nourished it. Thedoppelganger is utterly and irredeemably evil, and while not acting under the direct orders of its master, will cause as much pain and suffering as possible. It will attempt to seek out its double and destroy him, but usually only after causing as much trouble for him as possible.



Doppelgangersignoreallshockand KO damage, but have a severe weakness to fire. U a doppleganger is destroyed, 1-4 doppleganger seeds can be found within. Anyone creating a doppelganger re do so, usually trying to pass as Race members. Tharkoldu can most often be found in theCyberpapacy, Nippon Tech and some portions of the Western Living Land. They are increasingly spotted in the Nile Empire as well.



The Treasure of Tharkold Adventure in Tharkold is potentially the most dangerous and gruelingof any of the realmsofTorg.lfyour group is like mine, they most likely try desperately to come up with excuses why they can't go to Los Angeles. It is up to you as a gamemaster to give players reasons to want to go there. Tricking them or forcing them works up toa point, but soon they will tire of a heavy handed approach. If only there were something they could get from Tharkold that they couldn't get anywhere else. Well, there is, gamemasters. Tharkold is a treasure trove of exotic high-tech items. In addition, there is the accumulated magical knowledge of a millennia ofTharkoldu magicians to draw from. The following section will give you a taste of the many wonders Tharkold has to offer and some ideas for coming up with your own. The thrust of all magic and technol-



ogy on Tharkold since the beginning of recorded time has been toward more powerful and destructive weaponry. The constant state of warfare means that while everyone on the planet has access to weapons of extreme power, v~ry few would know what somethingassimpleasanelectriccanopener was used for. Some items that are common in Core Earth would be uniqueor very rare in the cosm ofTharkold, and could easily be traded for the powerful weapons that are so common place here. Keep this in mind when trying to convince a group of Stonn Knights to adventure in Tharkold.



Magical Items Slave Books: [n the years before the collapseof the Magic axiom, Tharkoldu magicians enchanted living beings into spell books. Thesesemi-sentient books are called slave books. There are several types of slave books. The most common is the "sentinel book," so named because the being enchanted into it becomes an eternal guardian of the contents and is able to cast the spells in the book to protect it from the prying eyes of other mages. The sentinel of the book can only cast the spells within to protect itself from theft. To beabletodraw knowledge from a sentinel book,a mage must firstdominate the spirit of the book. This can be done in oneoftwo ways, either through magical combat or a test of wills on the spiritual level. Once this is done, the new owner can study the book at his leisure and need not worry about the guardian spirit. It will now act only against others who seek the knowledge contained within. Another, rarer type of slave book is called a "powered book." This is because the spirit bound to the book provides the magical skill and force of will tocasttherequiredspell. Theonly drawback to these books is that each spell can only be triggered a certain number of times before the lifeforce contained within is exhausted. The rarest of all the books is also the most dangerous. It is a spell book that was enchanted tobecome either a powered or a sentinel book, but was never filled. If a being, other than the creator,



touches a tome of this type, heisdrawn into the book and imprisoned within for all eternity. All slave books should be treated as living beings. They have normal stats and all mental and spiritualskillsthey had before being entrapped. The book can be inscribed with one spell per point of mind.



Enchanted Weapons Before the TecJmological axiom on Tharkold was at its current peak, magic was used to augment the power of such mundane items as guns, swords, and other weapons. The most common enchantments placed on these weapons are covered below. Firearms: Weapons such as the modern machine gun and assault rifle have been common in the realm of Tharkold for many centuries. Due to theavailabilityand popularity of these sorts of weapons, an entire school of magic and enchantment was developed to improve the efficiency of firearms. The most common sort of enchantmentgenerallyused in Tharkold transmutes the lead bullet into something much more dangerous. Everything from a teflon material for improved penetration to enriched uranium was fairly common. When firing teflon bullets against an unarmored opponent, subtract-1 from the damage value. When firing at an opponent wearing armor, add +2 to the damage value. Creatures with natural armor are considered unarmored for these purposes. Enriched uranium bullets also receivea +2 to damage against armored opponents. If the bullet is notimmediately removed (medicine total of 15), the target will begin to feel the effects of radiation poisoning within thenext few days. A character with radiation poisoning must make a Toughness roll on the first day against a difficulty number of 15. Ifhesucceeds, he isall right forthat day. If he fails, every point by which he misses the difficulty number should be read as damage on the Combat Results Table. The difficulty of the Toughness roll goes up by +1 for each day the character is affected. Curing the radiation sickness re-
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quires a medicille total equal to the d ifficuIty nu mber of the Toug"ness roll. Damage from radiation sickness is untreatable until the sickness itself is cured. Enchantments could be performed on enliredips full of ammunition at a time, and Ihe spell to transmule one metal to another is fairly easy and quick. The ammunition would have had the spell impressed until the time it was fired, it would then change and strike the victim with considerably more punch than expected. Another common enchantment for ammunition was to bind disease-causing spirits or other harmful entities into the ammunition. Thebullet would then strike the target and cause damage before releasing the entrapped creature. Perhaps the most hideous example of this sort of ammunition wcretheSp.,smShells, which released the nanotech Aesh Hive disease (see Crmlllrcs ofT/larko/d) into the victim's body. Most of the nanolech diseases plaguing the rosm now are a result of expt.'t'iments into new and moredeadly enchantments for weapons. Other typical enchantments were heat-seekingammunition, bullets thai were keyed 10 only strike members of certain races (either human or Tharkoldu). Exploding bullets were fairly common as well as ones which grew 10 enormous proportions when embedded in living nesh orones which heated to searing intensity. Another enchantment for ammunition was called swarming bullets. Theseprojectiles would continue circling around the target once they hit, passing through the viclim and ripping through him again and again. Foreach result point over the total needed to hit the target, the bullet will hit the target again, each subsequent hit at-4 result points on the damage chart. The weapons used 10 deliver the ammunition were often enchanted, as well. Common enchantments on weapons improved the user's accuracy through the use of bound spirits. Often R.,ce soldiers with talent with fire arms would be captured and, rather th.,n going to the slave pits, their spirits would beripped from their bodies and embedded into the weaponsof powerful11larkoldu. Thespirit's skill with the weapon would be added



to the skill of the user, when determining if a shot hit. Machineguns which produced their own ammo were popular, as well as ones which had increased ranges. The most popular enchantment on a weapon was one called "spiriting." When a gun was spirited, it caused all shots fired from it to attack the victim's spiritual form as well as its physical



one. The result points of the shot from a gun of this sort are applied normally to the victim's Toughness plus annor to check for a wound. If the bullet penetrates, the result points by which the attack was a success are checked against the victim's Spirit value on the Power Push table. Each point of effect on the chart corresponds to a point thai must be subtracted from the
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victim's Spirit attnbute. If the character's Spirit drops to 0, he dies and cannot be resurrected. These sorts of weapons were often used to soften a group up for a major magical attack intended to damage the victim's Spirit.



Other Weapons Most Tharkoldu prefer something a bit more "up close and personal" than machineguns and pistols. Very few techno-demons would argue if you said the most satisfying sound in the world is that of rending flesh. It is because of this most Tharkoldu favor melee weapons, taking their design from ancient ones, such as swords, axes, whips, etc. While weapons employif'\g "'pain" technology arethe most prevalentspecial weapon, there are still thousands of weapons that are left over from Tharkold's earlier, magic-rich days. These weapons are highly valued by the Tharkoldu, as many of them are named after the great alphas of earlier ages. The only drawback of these weapons, as with the enchanted guns and ammo above, is that the Magic axiom in Tharkold has fallen below the level necessary for permanent enchantment. Through the use of occultech, the Tharkoldu have managed to stabilize most of these, using what are best described as magical battery packs. Magical energy is collected and stored in small enchanted containers which can be keyed to release minute amounts of energy into an item or items to stabilize them in the now comparatively magic-poor environment. Without these packs, most of the old magic items of the time before the Spasm would be lost, the enchantments which powered them havif'lg run out of energy long ago. The packs are created by both members of the Race as well as Tharkoldu. It is unknown how the Race creates theirs, but the Tharkoldu usea ritual of blood sacrifice to generate the vast magical power which goes into the battery. The list of magical weaponscreated over the ages in the realm of Tharkold is nearly endless. There were, at one time, literally thousands of minor



weaponsand hundredsofgreat weapons. ow,duetotheSpasm,theminor weaponsnumberonlyinthehundreds and there are only a handful of the great weapons left. Most of these are in the hands of the most powerful demon princesorJezrael herseU.1bere are, however, about a dozen of the most powerful of all the great weapons which are unaccounted for. They may still exist and if these were dis~ covered by "monkeys," it could tum the tide of the war on Tharkold, and Earth as well.



The Great Weapons Soul Biter: This weapon was wielded by Krom-Ashur the Undying. It is an enormous, two-handed axe with a blade carved from an rJ\aS-' sive piece of volcanic glass. The head pulses with a redelish,evilglow and is said to make a high-pitched wailing noise before it takes a life. The axe has severa I powerful enchantments placed on it by Krom-Ashur. This weapon is unlike any other weaJX>n in therosmofTharkold, for it attacks the victim's Spirit rather than Toughness. The skill used to hit is standard meier tmlpons skill, but the damage number is applied to the victim's Spirit and is considered spiritlUll damage (see page 125 of the Torg RuldJook). Note that spiritual damage is treated in all ways as physical, save for the additional effects it hason Spirit-based skills. The use of the weapon is very dis~ concerting to the observer, as the blade appears to pass through its victim, armor and all. This is very disconcerting, as it appears that Soul Biter passes entirely through the target, armor and all, without any apparent damage. If a creature is killed by Soul Biter, the wielder can cause the body to rise as a ghul under his control with the expenditure of one Possibility. 11lere is no limit to the number of ghuls the owner of the weapon can control at one lime. A curse on the blade causes it to steal one point from thewielder'sSpirit value for each week it goes without killing a sapient being. In addition, the user of the axe cannot die from old age while it is in his possession, although he will age normally.



It is said that Krom-Ashur the Undying is still not dead, merely resting in some dark lair, where hegathers his strength and will some day lead the Tharkoldu to victory over the monkeys once again. Soul Biter has a damage value of STR+1O/35. Mory,),'s Spear. Morya was one of the greatest alphas ever to hunt the skies of Tharkold. It is said that he created the spear that bears his name from the spine of a subordinate who challenged him to combat. Thespear is about a meter in length, made all of bone save for the head, which is the fang of some huge, ~ pent-like creature. The spear has several powerful spells woven into it. The most fearsome of all its poWCT5 is its ability to transform into a skeletal demon who will fight for the owner of the spear. The demon has the following stats:



Morya's Spear Demon OEXTER'TY '6 Dodge 17, unarmed combat 18 STRENGTH 20 TOUGHNESS 2. PERCEPTION 12 Find 14, trick 15 Ml DtS Test 19, willpower 25 CHARISMA 3 Charm (25), persuasion(25), taunt (25)



SPIRIT'S Intimidation 20, reality lIpa-atfrUIlIll? applied to Stfl'llgfll, total adventure costB. Swill/lIIil/.\{ and lI't1ter brt'flfllillg have left B."lrracuda with a rt,ff ngnill vlIll/t'rnbifity to flaml,;' or heat attacks. This is worth six Pussibilities when invoked, unless she takes no damage from the attack, in which C,lse it is worth three Possibilitil'S. Eq u ipment: T riden t, damage va lue STR+4/19 Description: M 
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